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In this paper, we consider fluctuations between certain stochastic ordinary differential system 
and their average ordinary differential system. We have weakened several assumptions inprevious 
results. 
fluctuations * stochastic ordinary differential system 
1.  In t roduct ion  
Let {F(t ,  x, to), t~>0} be an R d valued stat ionary random field for each xcfft d on 
a probabi l i ty  measure space (12, ~, P). Cons ider  the fol lowing stochastic ordinary 
differential system: 
- t ~ Rd" 
dx'(t)dt F(e 'X  (t),to), x~(0)=x0 ~ (1) 
We are interested in the asymptot ic  behaviour  of  solut ion processes x~(t) as e 
goes to zero. 
Under  the uni form Lipschitz condit ion (the Lipschitz constant does not depend 
on  to) and certain mixing condit ion for the random field F(t, x, to), Khas'minski i  
showed that x~(t, to) converges in the mean to x°(t), where x°(t) is the solution 
trajectory of  the differential system in the averaging field of  {F(t, x, to)}, i.e., 
dx°(t )  _ p(xO(t))  ' x°(O) = Xo, (2) 
dt  
where F (x )  = E(F(t, x, to)). 
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Let y~(t) = (x~(t) - x°(t))/x/e. In the following we shall give an intuitive explana- 
tion of the results in this paper. 
1Io((= ) ) y~(t)=-~e e Fi r,x~(r),to _~(xO( , )  dr  
_1  r to)-Fi(x°(r))) dr 
I f  we assume suitable mixing conditions, by the central imit theorem, we can expect 
that 
'Io((" ) ) F 7 'x ' t °  - l~(x)  dr  
converges weakly to a Gaussian process zt(x) with independent increments with 
mean zero and with covariances t(Aij(x, y) + Ao(y, x)), where 
A,j(x, y) = fo x, y, to)) dr, 
F~ = F~- E(F~) and (.) ,  means the i-th component o f .  c R d. Then, if we define the 
stochastic process w(t) by the following stochastic integral (see H. Kunita [7]): 
Io w(t) = dz,(x°(r)) 
n 
= lira -. Y~ (z, .... ,(x°(t,^t))-z,^,(x°(t,^t)), 
I,%l=maxlt~-t~_d o k=l  
where 0 = to< tl <" • • < t, = T is a 8,-division of [0, 1], for T>~ t, we have I 
) ) F, ,x°(~),,o -P,(x°(~  d~, ~ w,(t). 
Therefore, if the limiting process y°(t) of y~(t) exists, we can expect that y°(t) 
satisfies the following stochastic differential equation 
y°(t)=wi(t)+ ;o" ~= E(aF'('r,x°(r,))y°(r)dr ( i=1  . . . .  d). (3) 
j 1 \OX jke  
There are several previous results on this subject; for example, [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. In 
[2, 5], uniformly Lipschitz continuity is assumed. In [1, 3, 6], ~b-mixing condition 
is assumed. In our paper, both assumptions are relaxed. We employ the method of 
Kesten and Papanicolaou [4] in the proof of the results, 
~ means  weak  convergence.  
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2. Results 
In order to state the results, we introduce the following assumptions: 
(I) The system (1) has a unique bounded 2 solution on each interval [0, T] 
almost surely, and (2) has a unique bounded solution on [0, ~) .  
( I I)  F( t, x, w) is jointly measurable in all arguments t ~ O, x c ~ a, w e 1-1 and in 
C2(~ a) as a function of x almost surely. 
( l id  The process {F(t, x, co)} is stationary in t, for each fixed xe~ a. 
(IV) Let J//~(M) = tr{F(u, x, w)]s <~ u <~ t, Ixl ~< M} and 
/3(t, N/) = sup sup I P (Ar~B) -P (A)P (B) ] .  
s~O Ae~lg(M),BEJt~+,(M) 
Then, for some a > 0, 
j '~  ]~(t, M)  a/(4+2a) dt < oo 
o 
for each M > O. 
(V) For each M<~,  there exists a constant C = C(M)  independent of t, and 
\lxl<~M 
(B) E(sup lD~F( t ,x ,  oj)I2)<~C, 1/31=2,. 
klxl~M 
where/3 = (ill,/32 . . . .  ,13a), 13i is a nonnegative integer, and [/3[ =/31 +/32 +""  + fla. 
Remark 1. Under  the assumption (IV), the integral 
Ao(x, 3') = E{F~(t, x, ~o)Fj(O, 3", o))} dt 
converges and defines a continuous function of x and 3'. 
Theorem. We assume conditions ( I ) - (y ) .  Let R E be the measure on C([0, ~) ,  R d) 
induced by the stochastic process {y~(t)} and R be the measure on C([0, oo), ~a) 
induced by the stochastic process y°( t) which is the unique solution of the stochastic 
differential equation (3). Then R ~ converges weakly to R on C([0, ~) ,  ~a).  
From this theorem, we can easily deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary. Under the same assumptions as in the theorem, x ~ converges weakly to 
x°(t) on C([O, oo),Ra). 
2 Bounds may depend on o~ ~ I2. 
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3. P roo f  
Let qSM(x ) be a C~(R ~) function such that O~ &M <~ 1, 
{10 if'x'<-M/2' 
¢A4 (x) = if Ix I ~> M, 
and such that gradient ~b~(x) is bounded uniformly in x and M ~> 1. We define the 
truncated f ie ld /6  (.) by 
/3M (t, e, x, to) = {F(t, x°(t)+v/7 x, to)- P(x°(t))}4~M(x) 
and the corresponding process y~'M(t) as the solution of 
y~M t l fo~ ( r  ) • ( , to )=~ f  ~:M 7,8, Ye'M(T),to dr, t>~O. (4) 
Then, under the assumption of the theorem, as in Kesten and Papanicolaou [4], 
we can show that (4) has almost surely for each M, a unique solution on [0, T] for 
arbitrary T which satisfies 
ly~'M(t)[<~M for all t ~>0. 
Let Q~,M be the measure induced by y~.M on D([0, oo), ~d). We show that, for 
each fixed M, the family {Q~'~4}~> o is tight. For 0<~ t~ < u ~< T, 
ly~'~ (u ) -  yE'M (t)[2 
= 2 .If," ~i (Y~'M(z) --Y~'M(t))4~A4(Y~Y(r)) 
x-~e ( F,( ~, x°( r), to ) - P,( x°( r) ) ) dr 
f u e,M e,M e,M +2 ~(yg (r)-ys (t))4)M(y (r)) 
x(  f' OFi(r,x°(r)+ Ox/-ey~'~(z))dO)yf'M(r)dr 
\ Jo  ON\e 
= I1 + I2. 
For @(s, t) = Ix ~'M (t) - x ~'~ (s)l ~ with 0 <~ s ~ t and r/> O, we have the estimate 
IE(12dP)l<~4Me~ f f  fo I lOx, xe 
where L(T) -= maxo<,~r I/°(r)l. 
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Furthermore, by integration by parts, we have 
I ,=2~ I "dr  f f  dcr[a~-~j((xi-YT'M(t))cbM(x))]x=yo.M(~) 
By applying Lemma 3 in H. Watanabe [9], we have 
IE{Ii~}[<~const. l- f "dr  f f  d(r E{l(~x ((Xi-Y?M(t))4)~(x)))~ = 
E ye'M(o') 
X , e, y~'~ (cr), w 
~< const . -  dr  / - - ,  L+ M 
6" t 
r( ] × E sup IF/(. ,  x, (.0)1 (4+2~5) -~ sup ]l~/(X°(,))l 
[_ \ ]x l~  L+. JeM O<~'r~ T 
x e oSUp x°(r)l 2+~ +o~.~rsup Ifi,(x°(r)[ 
<~ const. (u - t)E {I 1~]4+2a}1/(4+23) 
Thus, we have 
E(ly"~(u) - y~'M (t)]2~) ~< const. [u - tIE{Icl)I4+2z} l/(4+2~) 
from which we can deduce the tightness criterion (see p. 108 in [4]). 
Since the family {QE'M}~>o is tight, we can extract a sequence {e,} of positive 
numbers tending to zero such that Q~,M converges weakly to Q~. Generally, there 
may exist many such sequences and their corresponding limit measures, say Q~,  
A ~ A. Now, we show that for any Q~,  3, ~ A. 
f0 f(y(t))-  5gyf(y(cr)) do~ 
is a martingale with respect o o~; (=~r(y(s), s <~ t)) on C([0, co), Na), where f is 
any C ~ function f :  Na~ N with compact support and 
~LP(,,~)f(x) =½Z ai~(x°(t)) (x)q2.(x) ohM(x) o ox~ \ Oxj / 
+ Y, -~(x)~b.(x)O-~Fi(x°(t))xj, 
~d ox~ oxj 
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for ao(x) = Ao(x, x) + Aj~(x, x). For this purpose, it is sufficient to show that for any 
integer n > 0 and a bounded continuous function 4, (~d)~ + ~ and 0 < Sl < s2 <" • • < 
Sn<~s~ t,
E°~{(f(y(t)) --f(y(s)))qb(y(sO . . . .  , y(&))} 
= E°2{ f j ~'f(y(o'))@(Y(SO,. . . , Y(S,)) d~r} •
By integration by parts and Taylor's expansion theorem, we have 
f(yE,M (t)) __f(y~,M (S)) 
' a f  ~M EM r 1 F r =~I  T-(Y" (r)~aM(y' ( ))(--F , ( - ,x°(r) ,° J ) -F,(x°(r)))  dr 
• s OXi \V8  \8  
f' of, *M . . . . . .  M, ,,OF~/r ~ EM 
+~, J, ~xity" tr)IcPMty' tr))-~x,k 7, x°(r), o ) /y /  (r) dr  
i j  " j 
+#7 Y. f '  Of (y~"~(r))ga~(y"~(r)) 
io, k s OXi 
3xkOxjke x°(r)+ O(T)v/-ey~'M(z), W)y;'M(r)y~'M(r) dr 
= J~ + J2 + J3. 
By assumption (B) in (V), we can easily see that 
IE(J3¢P)I<~7 -const .E{ sup [ ~ (' 
I.lyt<- L+~ I OXkOXl 
+0 (e --, 0). 
Let n = [N( t -  s)] for sufficiently large N> O. Then, 
~(s+(k+l ) /T )^t  Of 
+E ~ / - - (Y  ~M(r))d~4(y~'~(r)) 
i.j k~ l  J ( s+k/T )^t  OXi 
\ax~\e 
=J2,2+ ~ J2,g,k. 
k- -1  
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J2,3,k can be written as 
.,k ~ f(s+(k+'/N)^'(~x(X)(X/a~,(X)))~ J2~ 
= .~s *#(s+k/N)^t  / x=y ~" ( ( s+k/N)^t )  
× -Txj(X(,)Ja, 
; ("+(~+l~,'''^' rav''l~'° ) oF , , ]  
il,i2,i3 (s+k/ N)^t L OXi2 k E oxi2 .J 
× f,i+k/N,^t d~(  °f (x)x''~M~x)] M 
OXi3~Xi  I I x=y"  (o') 
1 . or 
Therefore, we have the estimate 
i,j k=l .S(s+klN)^l L \lxl~C dXj 
+ 
o~r-i~Ll°xsSUp I.J \ 7 , L+M)  dr  
~ 1 f,:+<~+,,,,~,~, f: +const .  ~ k=l~.l(s klN)^t dr 
il,i2,i3 s+k/N)^ t 
2+6~ 1/(2+8) - [ 1 
~ue " ~) ) o_<,<_~lox,~ 
× E sup IFi2(-, x, w)l 2+~) + sup IP,~(x°(o.)l 
kO~lxl~ L+~/'~M O~cr~ T 
(~._ ~ ) ~/(2+~) 
×el ---~--, L+?TM de 
~< const . (Ne + v/-e) -~ 0 if N = o(e-~).  
If Q, ,~a~Q~ and we take N= o(e - l ) ,  we have 
l im E Q~'~ (Jff/b) n~oo 
: [' 
~a t Ox~ j oxj 
153 
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Next, we consider J~. We have 
f' Of, ~.M(s))d~M(y~. (s) )~e(F i (e ,  XO(s), _ dr J1 =~ J~ "~xitY 
i,j ~X j \~X i  ] x=y"  (or) 
1 ~" - o 1 ~ o" 
= Jl,l + J,.2 + J1.3. 
We also have 
,E(J1 ,~)' <~  l_~ I ' const . [E  ( sup ]F,(', x, to)'2+~) '/(2+~) 
• x/~ s I_ \O<MxI-L 
_ ] ['g--S ~/(2+~) 
+ sup [F(x)IIflI---2--,L dr l O~lx l~L  ..I \ 
~ const, x/-e [3(u,L)~/(a+~)du-~O (e~O). 
Similarly, we can see that 
IE(JI.z~)I-, 0 (e --, 0). 
By the mean value theorem, we have, 
1 ; '  I f  J1 3 = -~ E OxjkOxi / x=y','(o-) , ,, a ,  
x(F j (~,xO(o ' ) ,W) - -~(xO(o ' ) ) )daM(Y~'M(O' ) )  d°  
I t  . 3 1 dz f do'9-(Of(x)cbM(x)'~ 
i,j,k s 
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X OX k \ E 
= J1,3,1 + J1,3,2. 
We can see easily that 
IE(1,,3,~¢')1-, 0 (~-~ 0). 
Now put Hv(t, s, x) = ff:i(t, x, co)~(s, x, co). Then we have 
J ,  3 1 =!  ~ Is' dr f" O(  Of (x)fbM(x)~ 
"" e i,j J, axjkOxi i x=y.,M(<,) 
+'-z d,, dd~(°S(x)~M(x)) 
e ~,j s \OxxkOxi I~/,~(<,) 
= J1,3,1,1 --t- J1,3,1,2- 
We have, by integration by parts, 
l fs' " O O f . to -  ) 
" " " ~,s J, kOxskOx~ i 3x=y~,M(s) \e  
+~,f ;, I~ o[o(o~ ) ] 
~,j, k e , dr do- s dA~xk ~ -~x~ (x)¢M(x)  ¢M(X) 
s x=y~'m(,~) 
(~ o )~ xH o ,-~,x (o-) (FM(,t,e,y~'~O,),co))kd~t. 
By applying Lemma 4 in [9], we have 
1E flt ~ [ ~luXip < ]2/(4+2') 
IE(J,,~,,,~'/~)I ~< const, dr do- E lit,( ., x, co)l ('+~") s 0 L ((,_:) (:_,))~,<4+~ 
× ~ ---2-,L ~ ---2-,L 
' f ; ; ; s °  r 3 +const. ~-~e dr do- d,t E supl~( ' ,  x, co)l (4+2a)-Iz/("+2~ s I - I x l~L  
X E(  sup IFM(A, X, co),(4+2'~)) 1/(4+2a) 
klxl~<M 
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<~const.~-~ ~ ,L+V'-eM du ~0 (e~O). 
Interchanging the order of integration, we obtain 
J, 3 , ,=Y  7(x)4,M(x) 4)~(x) do" 
• " " i,j S x=y~'M(o  ") 
× E(Hij(u, O, x°(o"))) du. 
By assumption (IV), we have 
f~t-~3/~ E(Hij(u, O, x°(o")) = Ao(x°(o"), x°(~r)) + O(e) d,, 
uniformly with respect o or. Thus, 
lim EP'°"(J2 q~) 
e M 0 Of  
: l~ i j l  s EQa([TXj("~Xixi(X)~M(X))(])M(X)]x=y(o.)ai j (X°(o.)))do" 
Consequently, it follows from (5) and (6) that 
f (y ( t ) ) -  ~2f(Y(o")) do" 
is a martingale with respect o (C([0, oo), Re), ~;, Q~). We can easily construct a
unique Gaussian process w(t) with independent increments such that E(w~(t))= 0
t 0 t and E(wi(t)%(t)) =Io ao(x (~')) dr, since glo(t) =Io ao(x°(r)) d~- is a nonnegative 
definite and continuous function. Then, if we denote 0 by the Stratonovich integral, 
the stochastic differential equation 
dyy(t)  = 4'M(yM(t)) ° dwj(t) + J='E y~(t)~'(x°(t))4~M(yM(t)) dt 
has a unique solution on [0, T] for arbitrary T. Therefore, the martingale problem 
associated with the generator ~M is unique; hence Q~ must be unique, namely 
QM. Since measures 0 ~ and Q~-'~ are concentrated on C([0, T],Na), 0 ~'~ 
converges weakly to Q~ on C([0, co), Ra). 
Let ai~(t, x) = d~(x)ao(x°(t)) and 
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Then, the following limits are uniformly convergent on any compact set of [0, oo] × 
~a: 
lira a~(t, x) = au(x°(t)), lim b~(t, x) = 0-~F~(x°(t)). 
M ~oo M ~oo O X j  
For f c  C~(R a) with compact support, let 
Oaf 
~f(x )  = ½ ~ o 
i , j= l  a°(x (t)) OxiOxj + ,.j= ~ 1 c~Fi(xO(t)xJ~-'Oxj oxj 
As can be easily seen, the stochastic differential equation 
dy,( t) = dwi( t) + ~ ~S~2(x°( t) )yj( t) dt 
j=l oxj 
has a unique solution on [0, T] for arbitrary T> 0. Therefore, the martingale problem 
associated with the generator ~ is unique on (C[0, co), R a, ~) ,  namely R. 
Thus, by Theorem 11.1.4 in Stroock and Varadhan [8] we can see that QM 
converges weakly to R. If we apply the argument in Kesten and Papanicolaou 
[4, p. 119-120], we have the conclusion of the theorem. 
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